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Abstract

By studying the development status of cold chain logistics in China, and the current situation in the three specific
industries of electronics commerce, supermarkets, and the food and beverage industry, this paper analyzes and
concludes that the terminal logistics distribution capacity of the regional distribution centers in Chinese cities is
insufficient. In order to solve this problem—based on the idea of joint distribution—the paper makes a specific
study of the terminal problem and establishes a joint distribution node. Different distribution schemes are adopted
for individual, medium, and large customers, and we find that the semi-trailer is used to carry out the
transportation of jammers by using mathematical modeling and time window constraint analysis, which can
effectively integrate cold chain logistics resources, save logistics space and human resources, and improve terminal
logistics distribution capacity.
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1 Introduction
The overall development level of the cold chain logistics
industry in China is still relatively low. Relative to trunk
logistics, terminal logistics distribution has many charac-
teristics, such as many links, a wide service range, and
complex and unfixed distribution lines [1]. Moreover,
cold chain logistics has exacting requirements for stor-
age conditions and transportation temperature. This
makes the terminal distribution capacity of the regional
distribution centers of our country insufficient, and ser-
iously restricts the efficient operation of the entire logis-
tics system [2].
The electronics commerce, supermarkets, and the food

and beverage industry should be combined by using
joint distribution [3], with the third-party cold chain lo-
gistics company distributing jointly to improve the speed
of distribution, fully realize the integration of cold chain
logistics resources, and improve the operational effi-
ciency of the logistics operation.

2 Methods
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) was first raised by
Dantzig and Ramser in 1959. The research goal of this
problem is to design appropriate routes for a series of
customer demand points, so that vehicles can move in
an orderly manner, and meet certain constraints (such as
the demand for goods). Under the conditions of delivery
quantity, delivery time, vehicle capacity limit, mileage
limit, time limit, etc., certain optimization objectives
(such as the shortest mileage, the least cost, the least
time, a smaller fleet size, and a higher vehicle utilization
ratio) can be achieved.
Joint distribution means that multiple customers are

provided with distribution services by a common
third-party logistics company. It is carried out under the
unified planning and dispatching of the distribution
center.

3 Analysis of the present state of cold chain
logistics terminal distribution

(1) The current state of the distribution of electronic
commerce industry:

Firstly, it is difficult to save fresh goods, and there is
too much loss of fresh goods in the course of circulation.
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A fresh cold chain business has high demands on the
time of receipt of fresh goods, and difficulty in returning
them after sale. Some goods with a short shelf life can
only be abandoned.
Secondly, the cost of cold chain distribution is high.

The domestic third-party cold chain logistics distribu-
tion network is not mature, while a self-built cold chain
distribution center needs a very large investment with a
long payback time. Small and medium enterprises have
difficulty with this undertaking.
Thirdly, the supply of fresh products is seasonal.

Non-standard, high-end fresh goods occasionally occur
out of stock, although they are limited by seasonal influ-
ence. This circulation has no scale [4, 5].

(2) The present state of logistics distribution in
supermarkets industry:

Firstly, there are too many self-distribution centers.
Domestic supermarket chains like to build their own lo-
gistics centers, thus making it impossible for many dis-
tribution centers to meet the needs of supermarkets.
Secondly, there is a wide range of goods with high dis-

tribution requirements. Supermarkets also find it diffi-
cult to find suitable distribution companies; as a result,
few supermarkets choose a third-party logistics distribu-
tion model.
Thirdly, the proportion of a uniform distribution

model is very low, and operation is difficult. At present,
the proportion of a uniform distribution model is low in
supermarket chains, leading to the high cost of cold
chain logistics, and traditional logistics companies with
single transportation and warehousing as the main busi-
ness are difficult to adapt.

(3) The present state of distribution logistics in the
catering industry:

Catering is mainly influenced by upstream food quality
and product performance. Extending upstream indus-
tries can strengthen the control of product quality, while
extending downstream industries can control the sales
channels [6].
The main reason for having too many food supply

chain links is the lack of cold chain logistics, which is
also a natural barrier to achieving standardization. Mass
production can promote supply stability, while cold
chain logistics can reduce circulation. More and more
catering enterprises try to innovate their food supply
chain by optimizing their supply chain management to
reduce costs and improve distribution efficiency.
Through analyzing the current state of the electronic

commerce cold chain distribution, supermarket cold chain
distribution, and the restaurant cold chain distribution, we

conclude that the three industries have many problems in
common [7].

4 Specific solutions for the cold chain end
problem, based on the idea of joint distribution
The third-party cold chain logistics company carrying
out joint distribution should coordinate the delivery time
of the electronics commerce and supermarkets and the
food and beverage industries, and the distribution routes
and delivery methods should be chosen logically. Realiz-
ing the integration of resources would improve the effi-
ciency and competitiveness of the cold chain
distribution [8].

(1) Joint distribution node framework design

Joint distribution is composed of two layers. The first
layer is the common distribution structure of a city dis-
tribution center. The second common distribution layer
of a city distribution center is composed of the newly
created nodes. The main function of the final common
distribution node is to be responsible for the objects that
will be shipped from the city distribution center, coord-
inating the common distribution point for the last mile,
as shown in Fig. 1.

(2) Specific solutions for the end distribution

The respective demand characteristics of the electricity
supplier, the supermarkets, and the three industries at the
end of the distribution can be split into three groups: indi-
vidual customers, large customers, and medium-sized cus-
tomers. For these three different distribution bodies, the
solutions used are in the form of crowdsourcing logistics,
assembly distribution, and vehicle transportation, as
shown in Fig. 2.

(3) The individual solution

Because individual customers will use a crowdsourcing
logistics mode to distribute their cold chain goods,
adopting a crowdsourcing logistics mode in the city ter-
minal distribution node saves the cold chain logistics
company more money [9].
The crowdsourcing logistics operation mode and

the way the current taxi drops are almost the same.
At first, a list of refrigerated items at the point of de-
livery will be loaded on to a mobile phone app, along
with the delivery address and consignee information.
Once the delivery staff see suitable objects for deliv-
ery, they will collect one and, once successfully col-
lected, they will pick up goods at the end of the
distribution of nodes and send the goods in accord-
ance with the message received via the app. The
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personnel can choose an optimal route using the app,
and, with gas coolant-controlled temperature ensuring
the safe delivery of refrigerated items, the goods will
finally be delivered into the hands of the consumers,
as shown in Fig. 3 [4, 10].

With the emergence of crowdsourcing logistics, those
with free time can achieve social value through an in-
creasingly mature and secure mobile Internet platform.
The available couriers, distributing to every corner, can
reach the entire logistics network, thus solving the last

Fig. 1 Dendrogram of double-layer distribution structure. Joint distribution is a collection of goods by third-party logistics enterprises; enterprises or
businesses will transfer the goods to the transporters. Then the goods will be transported by the transporters to the local customers. This is a kind of
distribution mode dominated by the third-party logistics company, because the third-party logistics company has the specialized operation level and
the management experience; at the same time, it can serve for many enterprises, so it can deal with the adverse influence of the fluctuation of the
business volume. It mainly includes logistics, information flow, and capital flow. Logistics flows from third-party logistics distribution center to terminal
customer, information flows from terminal customer to third-party logistics distribution center, capital flows from terminal customer to third-party
logistics distribution center. It is a double-tier distribution structure

Fig. 2 Solution diagram for customers of different sizes. For three different sizes of customers, we should take different distribution methods. For large-
sized customers, we should adopt the method of whole vehicle transportation. This method can improve the efficiency and speed of distribution. For
medium-sized customers, it will be good to take the form of assembly distribution; it can make full use of logistics resources and reduce the transport
mileage. Aiming at individual customers, it will be good to adopt crowdsourcing logistics, crowdsourcing logistics can make full use of social resources
and Internet resources to serve logistics, and solve the problem of terminal distribution
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mile problem in the cold chain logistics and distribution
network [11].

(4) Solutions for medium-sized customers and large-
sized customers

For large-sized customers, we directly deliver the
shipped goods to the customer through full container
load loading from the third-party distribution center;
goods are no longer transported to the joint distribu-
tion center. Instead, they are carried out by means of
full vehicle transportation.
As for the terminal distribution for medium-sized

customers, we use a refrigerated container on a
semi-trailer to transport the delivered container. The
refrigerated container ensures a constant internal
temperature; at the same time, a temperature
insulation barrier is placed in the container to main-
tain different temperatures in different areas. The re-
frigerated container can be used to carry cold chain
goods, and at the same time, it can also be loaded
with normal-temperature goods. With three separate
temperature regions in a refrigerated container, the
insulation barrier can move back and forth and can
be pushed to the end of the refrigerated container
when not needed. The cold box has two partitions to
create separate temperature zones and also has a
temperature control device. The positions of the par-
titions can be adjusted according to the size of the

goods, avoiding the problem that bulky goods cannot
be loaded. The refrigerated containers are shown in
Fig. 4.
The goods in the refrigerated container will already

have been sorted and packed at the cold chain hub. Each
refrigerator corresponds to a medium-end customer and

Fig. 3 The distribution flow diagram for individual customers. The flow of crowdsourcing logistics is that the consumers deliver express delivery
information; the delivery man receives the information on the app and then collects the order. The successful delivery man distributes packages
according to the information provided by the consumer. First, he plans the most suitable route for driving. Then he drives according to the route.
Finally, the package will be delivered to the consumer. This completes the whole distribution activity. The cost of crowdsourcing logistics is low,
it can effectively integrate the resources, and the delivery men are based on voluntary part-time people, the cost of human resources is greatly
reduced, compared with the high human capital of traditional enterprises. Crowdsourcing logistics has a great advantage. In addition,
crowdsourcing is conducive to the integration of idle resources in society

Fig. 4 Refrigerated containers that can be placed on a semi-trailer. The
refrigerated containers can ensure the constant temperature in the
containers. At the same time, the insulation board is placed in the
refrigerator car to cut off the area of different temperatures in the
refrigerated containers. In this way, the refrigerated containers can be
loaded with cold chain cargo or normal temperature cargo, so that three
temperature regions can be divided in a refrigerated container. The
insulation boards can be moved forward and backward, it can be
pushed to the side of the container when it is not needed. There are
two baffles inside the refrigerated container, which are used to separate
the areas and have a temperature control device on the container. The
position of the baffle can be adjusted with the size of the goods to
avoid the problem that the large goods cannot be loaded
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is delivered without requiring boxes to be resorted and
repacked. They are taken directly from the delivery ve-
hicle that is responsible for regional distribution to cus-
tomers. The mode of assembling can satisfy the
transportation demand of the same customer for differ-
ent kinds of goods [12].
With respect to the order of loading the refriger-

ated container, the principle of “put the first goods
outside, the last goods inside” should be followed. In
this way, the distribution of refrigerated containers
does not have to be undertaken one by one, but it
was delivered one by one in order to big customers.
Regarding the cost of the distribution process, we
need to choose the distribution route more carefully,
plan the distribution order in advance, pack the goods
according to the different requirements of
temperature, and also consider the length of the route
and attach importance to the reputation of the
enterprise.
In order to improve the efficiency of the refrigerated

containers and the vehicles transporting them, and to
improve the profits of the enterprise, we will follow the
“refrigerated goods, general cargo filling” principle—that
is, the refrigerated transport of goods should be installed
first when packing goods at all sites or centers. However,
if the existing amount of refrigerated transport goods
cannot meet an FCL, we move the temperature
insulation barrier so that the refrigerated container has
three different temperature spaces, and the goods can
completely fill the container. Such measures not only
ensure the full use of the refrigerator container and im-
prove transport efficiency, but also result in the mixed
loading and transportation of refrigerated goods and or-
dinary goods to reach a multi-container transport target,
as shown in Fig. 5.

5 Selection of distribution routes for large and
medium-sized customers
Based on the idea of the VRP, this paper addresses the
problems related to the terminal distribution route of
large and medium-sized customers. We will use math-
ematical model and time window constraints to study
the route optimization problem.

5.1 Assumptions
In order to abstract the problem into a mathematical
model, this paper makes the following assumptions:

(1) The aim is to study the distribution between a
single distribution center and the needs of multiple
users;

(2) The logistics distribution center has a certain
number of transport vehicles. At the same time,
each delivery vehicle load is known, and all the
standard distribution vehicles are consistent;

(3) The end distribution vehicle starts from the
distribution center and serves all the required
customers before returning to the distribution
center;

(4) Before the vehicle has left the first customer, the
next service customer has been identified. The
drivers will not change their route to serve other
customers;

(5) The basic distribution data for the service object
includes demand, location, time window, and so
on;

(6) The type and capacity of easily perishable goods
stored in the distribution centers are sufficient to
meet the needs of all consumers, and sufficient
transport vehicles are available for deployment;

Fig. 5 A semi-trailer model loaded with refrigerated containers. Semitrailer is used to transport refrigerators and carry out trunk distribution. A semitrailer
can carry multiple refrigerators, each of which corresponds to a medium-sized terminal customer. The last delivered refrigerated container is placed in the
innermost part; the first served refrigerated container is placed on the outermost part for easy loading and unloading. Each refrigerator corresponds to a
medium-end customer and is delivered without requiring boxes to be resorted and repacked. They are taken directly from the delivery vehicle that is
responsible for regional distribution to customers. Each refrigerated container can be fixed with a buckle, easy to transport. This way saves human
resources and improves the efficiency of distribution
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(7) The perishable goods required by each consumer
must be delivered immediately to the transport
vehicle that has completed the delivery;

(8) If all the items in the distribution process are kept
at a constant temperature during delivery, the decay
of articles in distribution is only related to the
transportation time [13].

5.2 Constraints

(1) The total amount of goods carried by each
transport vehicle shall not exceed the maximum
carrying capacity of the vehicle;

(2) Each consumer is served by only one truck;
(3) Each customer must be served within a given time

frame.

5.3 Model-building

(1) Description of symbols

P = {P0, P,⋯Pn}: Collection of customers and distribu-
tion centers, where n represents the number of cus-
tomers, P0stands for cold chain distribution centers, and
Pi(i = 1, 2,⋯n) stands for customers;
R = {(Pi, Pj) : Pi, Pj ∈ p, i ≠ j}: Set of sections;
disij: Section (Pi, Pj) distance;
Qi: Customer i’s demand for goods;
Q′i: Quality of goods when they arrive at customer

location;
P1: Loss value of fresh products per unit;
K: Number of vehicles available in cold chain distribu-

tion centers;
G: Maximum load capacity of vehicle;
cgk: Fixed transport costs for vehicle K;
Vk: Speed of vehicle K;
ctkij : Cost of vehicle K when on the road—(Pi, Pj) (cost

of oil, maintenance, maintenance and so on, propor-
tional to the number of kilometers traveled);
Sk: Vehicle K departure time from distribution center;
ek: Time taken by vehicle K to return to distribution

center when delivery task is completed;
[tai, tbi]: Soft time window of client i, where ta is the

upper bound of the time window and tb is the lower
bound of the time window;
[ta′i, tb′i]: The hard time window of customer i, where

ta′ is the upper bound of the time window and tb′ is the
lower bound of the time window;
Z: A very large positive number;
tcki : Arrival time of vehicle K at customer i;

tfki : Time that vehicle remains at customer i;
yki ¼ 1 : Vehicle K delivers to customer i; otherwise,

value is 0;

xkij ¼ 1: Vehicle K passes through section (Pi, Pj); other-

wise, value is 0;
CYS: Vehicle transportation cost;
CHS: Cost of damage;
CGD: Total fixed cost of vehicles;
Ci

pen : Customer i’s penalty cost for time windows of

distribution centers.

(2) Analysis of the distribution of cost

Cks ¼
Pn

i¼1ðQi−qiÞP1 (The loss cost of fresh goods
due to its perishability);

CGD ¼ Pk
k¼1 cg

k (The fixed cost of vehicle—driver’s
wages, costs, or rental for driving the vehicle);

CYS ¼
Pk

k¼1

Pn
i¼1

Pn
j¼1 ct

k
ijx

k
ij (The initial transport

costs resulting from fuel consumption and maintenance).

(3) Penalty function analysis

Before establishing the penalty function of the time
window, the goods will be sent to buyers within the
given time range, and the possible arrival and delivery
situation and the economic loss to both sides will be
analyzed. The time that the transport vehicle takes to
reach the consumer can be defined according to the
following three situations.

A. If the delivery vehicle arrives before the agreed time
window (i.e., early delivery);

B. If the delivery vehicle arrives within the time
window;

C. If the delivery vehicle arrives after the agreed time
window (i.e., delayed delivery).

[tai, tbi] for delivery time window agreed by the
transport operators and the customer i; if the trans-
port operators serves within ½ta0i; taiÞ; ðtbi; tb0i�, the cus-
tomer may still receive the services, but the operator
will face a penalty cost; if the carriers deliver in the
period ½ta0i; tb0i� , it will seriously damage the interests
of the distributors, who will be penalized. The
diagram of this is shown in Fig. 6.

(4) Analysis of specific penalty cost

For the question raised in the third distribution, this is
the specific analysis:

A. If the delivery vehicles arrive before the time
window (it means “to reach the destination in
advance.”), which can be divided into two types of
scenario: The first scenario is that the delivery
vehicle will hand over the goods immediately after
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they arrive at the customer’s location. This will be
inconvenient to the customers and make the
customers dissatisfied. However, the energy cost of
the transport vehicles, the transport costs, and the
cost of damage can be reduced. The second
scenario is the transport vehicles waiting at the
distribution station until the agreed time to hand
over the goods; in this case, the cost of loss of
energy and goods is the same as the expected
loss. We assume that the second scenario
should be preferred when the transport vehicle
delivers in advance—that is, when the time
window is open, the goods are handed over.

B. If the delivery vehicle arrives during the time
window, the items are transferred immediately. The
transportation energy consumption cost and the
cost of damage associated with the delivery time
remain unchanged.

C. If the delivery vehicles arrive after the agreed
time window (i.e., the delivery is delayed), the
items are transferred immediately on arrival.
The transportation energy consumption cost
and the cost of the damage related to the
delivery time will increase, along with the
penalty cost. The penalty cost function is given
as yuan/hour, But in the actual operation, the
transport service provider cannot serve within
the agreed time unlimited, but must serve
within the time range acceptable to the
consumer, in order to complete the correct
transaction. If the time limit is exceeded, the

penalty cost is M yuan per hour. So we
establish a penalty cost function as follows in
Fig. 7.

Ci
pen ¼

0; tcki < ta0i
0; ta0i≤tc

k
i < tai

0; tai≤ tcki ≤ tb
0
i

γqi tc
k
i −tbi

� �ω
; tbi < tcki ≤ tb

0
i

M; tcki > tb0i

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð1Þ

γ = η × p1, η, ω can be determined by actual adjustment.
(6) Model-building
According to the above analysis, the model below can

be established.

minZ ¼
X

n
i¼1 Qi−qið ÞP1 þ

X
k
k¼1 cg

k

þ
X

k
1

X
n
i¼0

X
n
j ct

k
ijx

k
ij þ

X
n
i¼1 C

i
pen ð2Þ

X
k
k¼1 y

k
i ¼

1; i ¼ 1; 2;⋯; n
k; i ¼ 0

�
ð3Þ

X
n
i¼0 x

k
ij ¼ ykj ; j ¼ 0; 1;⋯; n; k ¼ 1; 2;⋯; k ð4Þ

Xn
j¼0

xk
ij ¼ yki ; i ¼ 0; 1;⋯; n; k ¼ 1; 2;⋯; k ð5Þ

Fig. 6 Soft time window indication. Vehicle Routing Problems with Time Window (VRPTW) is an extension of the general vehicle routing problem. Its goal
is to minimize the sum of vehicle travel time and waiting time when providing service to customers in the time window. According to the time constraint
or not, it can be divided into two categories: soft time window (VRP) and hard time window (VRP). The soft time window VRP requires that access be
reached within the time window as much as possible; otherwise, a certain penalty will be given, that is, when the vehicle arrives at the earliest arrival time,
the cost of the loss is the penalty when the vehicle arrives at the latest arrival time, while the hard time window VRP requires that the vehicle must arrive
within the time window; otherwise, the service will be rejected
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tckj ≥ tc
k
i þ tf ki þ

dis0i
v k

− 1−xk
ij

� �
Z; i

¼ 1; 2;⋯; n; j ¼ 1; 2;⋯; k ð6Þ
tcki ≥S

k þ dis0i
V k

− 1−xk
0i

� �
Z; i ¼ 1; 2;⋯; n; k

¼ 1; 2;⋯; k ð7Þ

ek ≥ tc kj þ tf kj þ
dis j0

vk
− 1−xk

j0

� �
Z; j

¼ 1; 2;⋯; n; k ¼ 1; 2;⋯; k ð8Þ

ta0i≤ tc
k
i ≤ tb

0
i (9)

Pn
i¼1 y

k
i Qi≤Z

k ; k ¼ 1; 2;⋯k (10).
The constraints in (2) give the cost of the optimal con-

straint solution; (3) that each consumer is served by only
one delivery vehicle; at the same time, for each route,
the starting and ending points are the distribution cen-
ter; (4), (5) limit the flow conservation of each point;
(6)–(8) state the time sequence constraint distribution,
to ensure that the time to reach any two consumers does
not conflict; (6) makes sure that the arrival of j of the
customer must arrive after the arrival of the customer i;
(7) ensures that the vehicle must start from the distribu-
tion center to reach customer i; (8) ensures that, on
completing all deliveries, the transport vehicle returns to
the distribution center; (9) the vehicle’s time window is
limited; (10) the carrying capacity of the vehicle does not
exceed the capacity of the vehicle.

6 Results and discussion
After the research, it is found that the terminal distribu-
tion mode is different for different customer groups. So
according to the different demands of the customer
groups, the end-points for distribution are divided into
three groups: individual customers, large customers, and

medium-sized customers, and in a search for a better
mode of distribution for the three groups.
After analysis, we came to the conclusion that individ-

ual customers can use crowdsourcing logistics distribu-
tion mode, so that cold chain logistics companies can
save more money. Large customers can use full-vehicle
transportation delivery, so the speed of distribution can
be improved, and the cost of transportation can be
lower. For the medium-sized customers, the use of
semi-trailer which can load refrigerated containers can
save resources, greatly improve the efficiency of distribu-
tion, and can meet the transport needs of the same cus-
tomer for different kinds of goods.

7 Conclusions
This article studies the current situation of cold chain
logistics terminal distribution in electronics com-
merce, supermarkets, and the food and beverage in-
dustries. We found some problems in the terminal
distribution, such as high cost of cold chain transpor-
tation, low level of automation, no standardization of
company service, and poor quality of distribution ser-
vice. Having studied the distribution damage costs
and the energy costs as influenced by the characteris-
tics of fresh perishable products, we have built a
damage and energy cost function. In relation to the
transportation and fixed vehicle costs, we have estab-
lished a basic model for fresh product distribution
(Fig. 7). With further research into the real-time re-
strictions of the time window, we established the pen-
alty cost function of the soft time window to modify
the original model. Through the example used in this
study, the correctness of the time window function
has been verified. And based on the idea of common

Fig. 7 Fresh product distribution, soft window, penalty cost function. When consumers buy fresh products, they tend to buy products with a longer
shelf life, so the probability of fresh products being sold decreases with the length of the remaining shelf life at the end of the sale. And the rate of
decline increases as the preservation period approaches. In mathematical functions, exponential functions have the characteristics described above. On
the other hand, the penalty cost should be proportional to the total value of the delivery product. So we established the soft time window penalty
cost function of fresh product distribution
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distribution, the distribution demands of many indus-
tries are centralized by the third-party logistics com-
pany, which improves the speed of distribution and
the efficiency of logistics operation. This article also
designs the transport model of the combination of re-
frigerated containers and semi-trailer, which is helpful
to improve the distribution efficiency and provide a
feasible solution for the cold chain logistics distribution.
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